2002 volkswagen golf interior

Great features, fun to drive, great precise handling. Vw - 4 Life â€” good performance for a 90hp
diesel engine with a little trim chip and turbo charging 1. Ok â€” its nice car but its not
recommended in gulf area, it has too many electrical problems because it has 2 or 3 computers
in the car. It's a manual so it gives the driver more control and makes it even more fuel efficient
Has all the options needed sun roof, heated seats, CD player Robust as most VW's! Pros: Small
but very convenient with all that's needed. It is perfect in case you are rich and ready to spend
on maintainance and expensive spare parts I've had it on a track and it handles great. It tows lbs
only because of the hitch. I've had one on issue with my sun visor not lighting up all the time.
Its hard to clean Braking suffers a bit due to body mass causing lots of inertia. Its build is
comparable to a Panzer tank, pure German style - undestructable. Its interior is feeling the wear
and tear of every day use for over eight years. Average gas mileage and maintenance is a bit
expensive compared to other cars of the same market level. It is always fun driving a golf! Pros:
Safety is not an optional with volkswagen. Cons: Avoid off-roading of any kind. Kit is extremely
low. Gearbox is not that perfect, sometimes doesn't fit the correct shift, very good for flat
streets and drag races, also the best car when it turns to tuning contests. My Golf â€” I love my
car. I's stunning. The only down side is that I drive a 2. Little pick up. It makes a lot of noise, the
engine purrs I enjoy the gas mileage. I had to strip the sticky plastic off the interior. I couldn't
handle it. I installed smoked tail lights by hella. My car is so fun to drive. Ride for me was not
comparable to any Volkswagen I Read More. The service of the Volkswagen store in this city
has reached its limit. Super terrible customer service. I have been playing cars for more than ten
years. The first time I saw sales acted like the bo Fun to drive, handles perfectly. Im an old guy,
so no cd player is a bummer. The description of the car was spot on. No complaints at all. Great
value and exactly as described.. The VW Golf is very cool looking and works great. I love the
sunroof. Not missing anything I need. Have you driven a Volkswagen Golf? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Volkswagen Golf 10 reviews. Benny writes:. Is this review helpful?
Yes No. Nico writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: everything. Cons: not enough hp. Is this helpful? Al
Helm writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: german car. Cons: alot of electric
problems. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Small but very convenient with all that's
needed. Cons: could have a prettier design. Ahmed writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Power. Cons: expensive maintainance and spares. Markus writes:. Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: Performance and economy. Cons: Awesome! Trevor writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Safety is not an optional with volkswagen. Muj writes:. Cons:
gearbox. Sara writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It drives like a german car should!
Cons: Cost of parts Asish writes:. Pros: Acceleration. Reviews From Other Years. Read all
Volkswagen Golf reviews. Read all 3 Volkswagen Golf reviews. Read all 4 Volkswagen Golf
reviews. Cars compared to Volkswagen Golf. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars
for Sale. Compare Volkswagen Golf to Related Models. Select Year Pros: everything Cons: not
enough hp 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
german car Cons: alot of electric problems 3 of 4 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Small but very convenient with all that's needed Cons: could have a
prettier design 5 of 7 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Power Cons: expensive maintainance and spares 4 of 7 people found this review helpful. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a

few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Select a Trimlevel:. Door Interior Trim Panel. Fits
Golf, Jetta. Related Products. Snakey - Transport Solution - Black. Snakey is a practical. Cargo
Box Carrier â€” Matte black. Urban Loader. Roadside Assistance Kit. The VW Roadside. Starting
MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price.
Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a
dealer to view local pricing. Humberview Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Volkswagen Lauzon
Blainville. Cowell VW Parts Canada. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also
Bought. Courtesy Light. Door Window Switch Bezel. Interior Pull. Water inlet. Indicator Switch.
Warning lamp. Door Window Switch. Email this product. Email Address. About About VW. Legal
Policies. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude
applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information
contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should
verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or
omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some
variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Some items may be unavailable
for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Select a Trimlevel:. Interior Grab Bar.
Grip handle. PartQualifier: rear. Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Related Products. Folding Box
- Volkswagen Collection. Replacement end caps for. Urban Loader. Snakey - Transport Solution
- Black. Snakey is a practical. Cargo Box Carrier - Matte Black. The roof box Basic Starting
MSRP excludes taxes, installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price.
Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a
dealer to view local pricing. Humberview Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Volkswagen Lauzon
Blainville. Cowell VW Parts Canada. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. People Also
Bought. Sun Visor Holder. Sunvisor Bracket. Map Light Lens. Sun Visor. Reading Light. Email
this product. Email Address. About About VW. Legal Policies. Links Dealer Login. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain
trim levels and models. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil
icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go.
No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Golf Body. Shop Volkswagen
Golf Body Parts. And with the official VW Online Store, you can find the parts you need to help
keep it running the way it was made to. Authentic VW Body replacement parts fit and perform
like factory originalsâ€”so you can be confident theyre the right option for your vehicle. Your
Nearest Dealers. Lou Bachrodt Volkswagen. Shop Now. Distance: Frank Boucher Volkswagen of
Janesville. Elgin Volkswagen. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a Volkswagen Golf
Trim Level. GL Hatchback. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to enjoy the road ahead if
you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features of your Volkswagen, it's
important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and functioning correctly.
Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely designed and
manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your windshield. If
you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with your
windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy. Neither
you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air. When it
comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air Filters
to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and other
debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at peak
performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering your
vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you and
your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your Volkswagen Golf in the same
pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with Genuine Volkswagen Golf Car Care
Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make yourself comfortable and keep your
Volkswagen Golf protected from the rigors of daily use with Genuine Volkswagen Golf Comfort
and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless you
choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Golf Communication Accessories are designed to
work perfectly in your Volkswagen Golf. Shop Communication. Sport and Design. Add your own

personal touches or achieve a sportier stance with Genuine Volkswagen Golf Sport and Design
Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. Leave nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind
with Genuine Volkswagen Golf Transport Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic
enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW
DriverGear. More than hats and tees, discover it all. About About VW. Legal Policies Internet
Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude
applicable taxes and installation costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information
contained on the website is accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should
verify any information in question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or
omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some
variances between the photos shown and the actual product. Product appearance and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or
incompatible with certain trim levels and models. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior
Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Looking for a cheap, functional, fun-to-drive car? The Golf offers all three, though the
departure of the four-door turbo takes away some of the fun. We've always liked the Golf, a
fun-to-drive, chunky-but-spunky hatchback that has been a bestseller in Europe for more than
two decades. Here in the States, the fourth-generation Golf does battle against a range of
compacts, many of them with less sporting credentials. An optional powertrain on the Golf is
the Turbo Direct Injection TDI diesel engine making 90 horsepower and lb-ft of torque, with an
EPA rating of 49 miles per gallon during highway driving and 42 mpg in the city. Of these two
engines, the TDI provides the most get-up-and-go, but neither compares to the turbocharged 1.
All Golfs are available with a five-speed manual transmission or a four-speed automatic. The
hatchback rides on front MacPherson struts and a rear independent torsion-beam axle.
Separate shock and coil-spring mounts reduce intrusion into the luggage compartment and cut
road noise. Standard features on the Golf GL include an anti-theft alarm system, air
conditioning, power locks, split folding rear seats with three headrests and three-point safety
belts, and a tilting and telescoping steering wheel. The Golf GLS adds a folding front-center
armrest, one-touch up and down power windows, power heated mirrors, cruise control and
velour fabric seats. Options on the GLS include a four-speed automatic transmission, a
Monsoon sound system, alloy wheels, a power glass sunroof, heated front seats and heated
windshield washer nozzles. The Golf offers a multitude of safety features that we don't usually
see in cars at this price point. Child seat tether anchorage points are also included. Moreover,
side airbags and head protection curtain airbags come standard. It all comes in an attractively
packaged interior boasting high-quality materials, as well as the best rear headroom and
storage capacity of cars in this class. In addition, Volkswagen offers a fully transferable limited
powertrain warranty that covers 5 years or 60, miles. With top-notch warranty coverage,
high-quality materials and construction, a roomy and functional interior, and traditionally
Germanic handling, the Golf makes a compelling case for purchase by cash-strapped
consumers looking for an inexpensive set of wheels that doesn't feel cheap. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Volkswagen Golf Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three

years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Golf lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Limited engine choices with departure of 1. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Golf for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The speedy 1. Mojave Beige joins the color spectrum. In addition, Volkswagen offers
a fully transferable limited powertrain warranty that covers five years or 60, miles. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. My Golf was perfect until after I had put 60, miles on it, then
things started to fall apart. I had some mechanical trouble that ended up being quite costly.
Other than that, I loved the car. It was fun and sporty. I bought this VW for quality German
engineering. My mistake. Front door windows fell out but were covered by mfr recall.
Transmission went out twice , and , miles. Cup holders completely block access to stereo while
in use. Black velour seats tend to hold lots of lint and dirt. Looking forward to selling this car
and buying a Japanese or American car. Read less. I realize we made a bad decision buying this
car without having our mechanic look at it. We bought it with , miles and drove it for a year. It
chugged oil with no visible leaks. It failed emissions after all this and then a lady ran a red light
and totalled it for us. Thank you lady. Put the thing out of its misery. Bought this car new in after
14 great years with a Jetta. I've now had 15 years with it and at , miles, it's still in pretty good
shape despite my carelessness. I have hauled too much landscaping material and broke the
springs driving over potholes. Repl
2000 lincoln ls problems
metra 70 5520 wiring diagram
2004 silverado instrument cluster repair
aced the full set of tires twice but have not replaced the brakes or any other costly items. There
is some rust on the body around the wheels - cost of living in a wintery environment and not
washing it enough. This car has FWD and has performed well when the snow is less than 5
inches on the road. Fun to drive - lots of pep and handles corners well. Tight turning radius very
helpful for u-turns. Good gas mileage. I'm spoiled. It's too smart as it locks itself at 5 mph or
within a few minutes of me parking. Bluetooth and navigation systems were invented after I
bought this car; no loss to me. I've been happy with the dealer maintenance but VW is
expensive. They have given me some work arounds as VW will now fix your car with non-VW
parts if you ask. See all reviews of the Used Volkswagen Golf Hatchback. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Golf. Sign Up.

